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Dear Steve, 

Some of the rhhtorical Questions in your letter of 2/22 I can, perhaps, 
answer. Today I duplicate; the third of three limited private publications of 
books end, as always at such an interval, I em too tired to go forward immediately 
with ether production. I use these intervals of fetiguo for cfitching up on corres-
pondence and filing, etc. 

At this juncture, I will have to decide whet to do next. I hove already 
completed some of the backing against the disaster but will be without means of 
expleting. 1 have it ready, no more. It is possible I may feel ' must do •sone 
writing I newer expected or plenned. We all have a survival problem and we have 
among us too many lemmings. Probably within a few days I'll know enough for a 
basis for decision and then can hope only thet it in the correct one. 

With your introduction, about disgust and what is good and bad in 
the Feeley Plaza presentation, 1  disgaree only with your estimate that it was, by 
end large, good. It was anything but that, inadequate at bast, dishonest by intent, 
incomplete and amateurish ehrough a combination of ignorance and ego, and all of 
this need not have been. this is not to say a thing against Oser or Alford, both of 
whom are fine, competent mane When I let than persuade me to go, after I moaned 
my plans and reservation but two days earlier, after the first fiasco in fudge 
Halleck's court, both met me at the airport. Alford told me he had not read a single 

book on the cede and had hed no connection with it until two ateetraceertber 
weeks earlier. Oser had had a little contact, but that was far in the pest. It is 
crominal that no single lawyer was prepared after two years of time. None of teem 
can be held at fault. They itia all wore kept busy on other office work. This was on 
Sunday morning, 1/20/ By that night I had more new misgivings than I needed. There 
is now no point in going into this. Four of the lawyers got on the phone 1/19 and 
each asked me to go down. I had done nothing but help prepare them from 12/4 on, end 
utlika them, I put in long, hard days. I scant what for me is much money that they 
asked are to, They had promised not only -to.repey my expenses but to raise-some money-
some way to compensate me for the time. I'm still waiting for the expenses authorized. 
There came a time, roughly coinciding with Jim's return to town, when these lawyers 
had little interest in me, so 1 decided to leave. I stayed long than I would have 
only because I was asked to. In the presentation thus far, not having to do with N.O.,' 
I know of nothing new and solid that has any other originl, and there is but little of 
that. The stuff' on and from Finch comes from POST MOR'EM and POST MOBTEM III: SECRET'S 
OF TEE KENNEDY AUTOPSY. 1  had not completed the latter but gave them the contents 
verbally and I Xeroxed the former for them. Among the witnesses I line up were the 
Willises. At some pebint they just started wrecking what their inhibited preparations 
permitted. Not putting Wecht on, for example, is criminal. They may get kinck ter 
perjury, but had they subpenaed Hues, as I'd asked, there is no question. And these 
things would hsve meenine if and when they lose. They Would also have meaning for 
the rest of us, the only ones who will pay for all of this. But they do not care for 
any et* us, not really, or for whet we have tried so hard to do. Theirs 'is a strange, 
illogical, self-denying selfishness. There is no point in going along this. line. 
They did miserably, or I am not judging by the press but from well-informed friends 
on the spot/ The only reason I are not there le because I just didn't have. tte funds, 
for even that subminimum of my Nee Orleans existence. Before I loft, not realty want-
inf to stay there, I  let Megeie cant 'iece k3ow only because e did not want later 
charges against me for copping out. I am without complaint that neither Mageie nor 
Vince felt they ought to do anything. I merely wanted them to know. I would have 
stayed end tried, knowing no effort could succeed. You have never understood Jim or 
the rest of them. In the long run, assured as I feel they would have heeded no one, 
I believe I did more good at heme. You hove no idea how much 1  heard by phone from 

others then the office, including their friends, that I was needed and should be there. 
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My respose was that I bad but two preconditions: it had to be made possible end 
I rented essurence not that what I suggested would be done but that I vould be 
listened to. I have heard nothing from the office, directly, since I left. I do 
not think you will ever begin to fully realize the lost opeortunities, including 
K.O. end Dallas. You do not know whet witnesses were available, whet they vould 
have said, including the other side. Or the preparations ignored for the witnesses 
of the other side. There is and was a Ilew Orleans case. It was not put on. I cannot 
tell you. why. This includes damning material on Shaw, directly, and much potentially 
of enormous importence never pursued. Some day I'll do that book. I hope I do not 
feel impelled to do it soon. 

The bit about Osweld and the rifle was for other purposes. I tried to 
discourage it without :success. It was to 'prove his gent: They did and said what 
they 'view to be wrong because this ie the cherge of the indictment, but they would 
nct use the "end others unknown" part for a "False Osweld", an indespensible of 
any viable case there, as should by now be clear to the ignorant and then should 
have been to tee eartly-informed. I toot this up all the nay to and including Jim. 

"Anyhow, I want to bug out of everything for a while to find out 
what happened", you say. re) not be a summer soldier. It will cause you too much 
trouble in the days and years ahead. We all make mistakes. Do not compound y)urs. 
Now is the time to be prepared for whatever must be done that can be tried, not for 
nuitting because things are about to get rougher. Only, drop all the nonsense and 
stick to realities. You should be getting an understanding that all the stuff you 
were working on wee nothing and kept you away from wbet might hove yielded something. 

"Is my judgement poor?" In this case it was, but not without major res-
ponsibility not being primarily yours. You ere still of but so much reel experience 
in life end with people end you accepted the word end judgement of others you had 
reason to trust. You also were on warning and did not do your own, independent 
thinking. But, if it is any solace, others with more experience and more knowledge 
had and used worse judeemsnt. for your years, I Clint serious compoint cannot be 
made egeinst your tudgement. There was too much stardust in your eyes, anyway. But 
do you now undorstsnd what a year ago I dsicourege you from leaving school and 
going there, why I triad to eurseede you not to go there to work for the sueimer? 
May I, as a measure of his integrity as a human, point out that when I discussed 
this with Louis, he made the same recommendation to you? 

"Is it the op- osition?' No, they are out best help. They have nothing 
but power, which is a trrmenduous asset, but they have used it porrly. We are and 
have been our own worst enenies. The reel responsibility on our side is shared, end 
it is shared by those with no morality, those with bad ebrality, and those unconcerned 
by any concept of merality. You have associated with toe ninny of all varieties, no 
fault of 7/curs.`se have to many would-be bigshote who do not and do rot like to 
work but do love to talk -end do - too much. Sem they have yet to learn to apply 
intellectual judo to the opposition. Zoo reeerding being imeortant and seen and heard-
end in some cases, paid. 

"Is Garrison's judgement poor?" As poor as you will ever see. Also, h" is 
an incrongruous mixture of close-to-genius end incredible stupidity and self-deception. 
He can be absolutely brilliant but is usually inept, incompetent, self-defeating and, 
until now above all, blessed with luck like no man ever had. Noone else could possibly 
have metten sway with whet he hes. And with all of this, no critics more competent 
than the Epsteins? Who ever had that kind of additional go-d luck. He is also sick. 
He hes survived to this point onlyfl by good fortuae and the thankless efforts of 
others, over his active oprosition. 

'The junk is eecember was the capper". There was so much junk in December 
you lose me. I will not again, knwoingly, go through whet I then did for htm. I have yet to be thanked or get myeexpenses back - as promised. 



1  have taken this time because I think you are worth it. I give you • 
my epinione in coffidence, for you alone. You have made other people's mistakes. 
if you make any mkx more, let them be your own, and then, if you do, face them 
like am man. 

On the shipment of 7111 in oueation. I gave an insurance receipt to the 
PC, for we could lines collected. Their response is that you redeived the books. 
There see these possibilities: The receipt is for the wrong shipment; you did get 
the books; they re wrong. But I need meething to go on. fou die not even tell 
me if they spoke to you. Did they? nevi do they snow you got them? 

Insure whatever you return. Recover,. remember when I was out there, the 
time I stayed cite the wonderful Geosemens, I carried 100 books with me and, when I 
got to LA, I geve you aboue all 1  had left, perhaps es many as 20-25, as my 
contribution to your cemsittee. If these are the books, do you went credit for them? 
Remeber, we were in your room where you have your locker, end-I believe you put then 
in your locker. There were sore you were all out of but my supply was not uniform. 
Oleuse insure whatever you return. And, how about leaning on that sentimonious fink 
Kunkin to get him to pay for the books he then ordered, said he would promote, and 
have neither paid for nor once mentioned in hie rag. Our bills, as is customary, 
include the cost of postege. He need not return what ho has net sold if he has any 
intentions of offering them for sale. But he should pay. He can get credit at any time 
for reterned saleable books. Hek is so highly principled he does not respond. to letters, 

Theses for tolling me the rifle went to N.C. Neither you nor they told me 
in time for me to give them the iderticel sight, Arend new, to have thet for use 
in court. They, of course, are the only important end busy people in the world, so 
they have no time for ehonine or eriting those things normal people working together 
fend necessary. Did you else send the clips and ammoi I think, but I era net certain, 
that sane of the ammo bad been disarmed. 

No, the little radio is not okay end wee not when it arrived. It was then 
ineperetive. Louis has it. By remerketle bad coincidence, 'then you did net let me k 
knew about tk it, and I didn t know until I got there that you had sent it, I arranged 
to get another. That, also, was inoperative. There I was with two, neither workieg: 
And did I  need It I  really blew a mind, when it was most important and when I could 
not tape. I had a eitness, Bud, but that is net Quite the same as a record. With Pin's 
latest hip-shooting, it mule have been helpful. For my vanity End for an historic 
record, I . would have like very nueli bo have a precise adcount of what we missed. 146u 
told me it had come insure: but he had destroyed the receipt. He was going to try and 
have it fixed. I asked, if thet couee not be done, yo have it returned to you with 
the statement that it had been received in damaged condition so you could collect on 
the insurance from your end. I've heard nothing since. I have neithsr. Both are  in NO. 

It is about time for you to get other than a °rank Merriwell understanding of 
the word loyalty. You consistently misuse it and you assign crone priorities. A man's 
primary loyalty is to principles. If your own intelligence doesn t tell you that 
a dog licking shoes is other than "loyal", does not the decision - of Nuremburg tell 
you eoythine about responsibilities. You can be disloyal, the way you use tie word, 
end consider it loyalty. How does it "disrupt loyalty" to "say, I think the integrity 
of American justice is beet served by en acguittel..7" Anything else would be the k 
highest disloyalty. I have long been saying there coulu be no sustained conviction 
simply because "our side" had by ehen denied to defendent his rights. To say that 
the other side was tee douse is to say iesufficient and to evade what so' e of  us 
have done. But, they elso hove not put. on the case they could which worries and 
troubles me, for those reasons I can **Beige to this do not satisfy me. TO answer you 
another way, to :se, es a writer, investigator, e men of reasonable intelligence, there 
is no doubt on tee facts. however, on what has been presented in court, there is no 
case against Shaw at ell..,, het could they have hed when they charged him, Russo 

o 	- 
InntitigilstiVies.yccon you. Chins up. Life is this way, and so are  

by then not having crawled into the light?   - 

  e 
peoe7:rlitaaInliTi 



Be 

haven J. Burton 

4829 Morella Ave. 

No. Hollywood, Calif. 

22 February 1969 

Dear Harold, 

I am disgusted with what is happening in New Orleans, as I'm 

sure others are. The case is structurally weak simply because it 

relies ultimately upon Russo -- who is uncorroborated and neutralized 

even if he is telling the truth. I think the presentation of 

Dealey Plaza facts was good -- but it could have been more meticulous 

and complete as I'm sure you agree. The junk about Oswald bringing 

a rifle into the TSBD is a ploy (Louie said no comment when asked) 

to force Shaw either to admit an overt act or to admit conspiracy 

in Dealey P;aza/ 

Anyhow, I want to bug out of everything for awhile to find 

out what happened. Is my judgment so poor? Is it the opposition? 

Is Garrison of poor judgment? What happened? For many months I've 

felt something like this was going to happen -- in fact since your 

last visit. The junk in December was the capper. Until I have a 

better handle on the situation, I had better do nothing. 

As far as our finances are concerned: the shipment of WWII 

in question did not arrive as far as my memory and records show. 

Would I have signed something if they did/ Would the P.O. live it 

on record? I'll be returning 10 books, mostly Photo WW for credit. 

All in A-1 condition. 

The rifle went to New Orleans pronto as requested. Did 

it get to whoever it was supposed to? Is the little radio o.k.? 

I guess that's all. As much as it disrupts loyalties to say 

so, I thick the integrity of American justice is best served by 

an acquittal unless, somehow, more comes out. There is a reasonable 

doubt, I think. 


